IPPv2 Conference Call Minutes
November 17, 2008
!"

Attendees

General Discussion
A reminder of the PWG IP policy was given and no objections were raised.
Minutes from the face-to-face meeting were accepted (see
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ipp/ippv2-minutes/IPPv2-ConCall-Minutes20081103.pdf).
Ira has posted a revised statement of work. Bill reviewed it and found it
acceptable. The PWG Steering Committee has already approved the new
statement of work. Ira changed officers, dates, and made a few minor
corrections. Ira will correct the link in his previous e-mail and repost.
Shah and Paul are now co-chairing the IPP working group. Paul would like to
send to the IPP mailing list a request to self-rate compliance to the new
IPPv2.x standard.
•

Some private notes interested parties may also be sent with the draft
specification and the request for a self-assessment. This is primarily
targeted to the high-end print environment. Paul will consolidate these
findings and send them out to the list.

Ira changed references to IPP version to the correct version syntax. Other
typos were also made and will be sent to Paul for broader distribution.
Difficulty may be in finding 2.x client applications.
IPP printer state reasons extensions was written to report the alert codes
defined in the printer MIB. Ira will send a note to the list with the URLs for the
IPP printer state reasons extensions specifications. Similar work was done
by Ron for the Alerts MIB. Should the IPP printer state reasons extensions
be included in IPPv2.1?

JDF (1.4 shipped last week) and the Office printing specification corresponds
well with IPPv2.x. Ira will send links to these documents as well. Profiles
were written to help developers focus on subsets of the rather large
specification.
Shah will generate the slides for the face-to-face based on Ron’s original
slides with updates from the recent work completed.
No teleconferences are scheduled after the face-to-face meeting. This could
change at the face-to-face.
Ira suggested a good quality phone service and a Webex service to be setup
for the face-to-face meeting.

Next Steps / Open Actions:
Face-to-face (Irvine) is scheduled in two weeks.
Paul to check with print flow vendors with IPP.
Ira to send out links to the IPP list for the updated IPPv2.x specification, the
printer state reasons extensions, and the JDF documents.

